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In Japan are four Korean world maps believed to have been compiled in the 
ﬁfteenth century and the sixteenth century.  Each world map presents the area from 
Japan at the viewer’s far right to continental Europe at the far left, and the landmass in 
between includes Africa, the Middle East, the Arabian Peninsula, India, China, and at 
least portions of Southeast Asia.  Previous scholarship has divided these four map arti-
facts into two branches originating in the Korean world map completed in 1402 and 
entitled Honil kangni yo˘ktae kukto chi to (Map of Integrated Lands and Regions of His-
torical Countries and Capitals), but no longer extant.  The four extant world maps, 
and almost certainly the 1402 text, too, present an image of Japan that was based upon 
an earlier Korean representation of that island country.
The image of Japan in the oldest of the four extant world maps is thought to have 
derived from the 1402 world map or from an intermediate generation world map.  A 
second Korean world map bearing the same title as the oldest extant world map pres-
ents a similar image of Japan.  The images in the latter two extant world maps 
emerged from a different Korean mapping of Japan, from Haedong chegukki (Record of 
Relations with Countries across the Sea to the East), a government report on relations 
with Japan and Ryukyu that was presented to King So˘ngjong in early 1472.  The maps 
in Haedong chegukki set Japan amid the maritime world of northeast Asia and linked the 
island country through trade and diplomacy with Choso˘n and through trade (and pos-
sibly also diplomacy) with Ryukyu.
Each extant world map will be introduced separately below.  Potential datings of 
each map will be followed by discussion of their respective images of Japan.  The de-
gree of detail will reﬂect the breadth of features and problems in each representation. 
These four images of Japan followed the form and discourses if not of the image of Ja-
pan in the 1402 world map then of that in a subsequent world map.  However, the lat-
ter two extant world maps, which are held at the Tenri Library and at the Honmyo¯ji 
temple, did not set Japan in regional discourses that inform the maps in Haedong 
chegukki.  Korean mapmakers who were involved in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji world 
maps embedded Japan rather in an established spatialization that did not link Japan, 
Choso˘n, and Ryukyu through interaction.
The Image of Japan in the Oldest Extant Korean World Map
The four extant Korean world maps are Honil kangni yo˘ktae kukto chi to (hereafter as 
the Ryu¯koku Kangnido), held at Ryukoku University, in Kyoto, Japan; Honil kangni 
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yo˘ktae kukto chi to, held at the Honko¯ji temple, in Shimabara, Japan; Tae Myo˘ng-guk to, 
held at the Tenri Library, Tenri University, in Tenri, Japan; and Tae Myo˘ng-guk chido, 
held at the Honmyo¯ji temple, in Kumamoto, Japan.  The scholarship divides these 
texts into two branches that without doubt trace back to the 1402 world map.  The ﬁrst 
two world maps above are placed in the ﬁrst branch, the third and fourth maps above 
in the second branch.
Extending from right to left across the bottom of the Ryu¯koku Kangnido is a com-
memoration that Kwo˘n Kuˇn, Assistant Councillor in the State Council (K. Uˇijo˘ngbu 
Ch’amch’ansa, senior second grade), wrote for the 1402 Kangnido.  Kwo˘n explained the 
provenance of much of the 1402 Kangnido in two Chinese maps and the addition of a 
more detailed depiction of Choso˘n and a map of Japan, the result “making [the 1402 
Kangnido ] a new map entirely, nicely organized and well worth admiration.”1)  Impor-
tant features of the 1402 world map compared to the Chinese texts from which the 
mapmaker worked thus are the depictions of Choso˘n and Japan.  The image of Japan 
is generally believed to have derived from a map of Japan that the Korean ofﬁcial Pak 
Tonji compiled in Japan.  And the image of Japan in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido is general-
ly considered to reﬂect that in the 1402 Kangnido.
The Choso˘n government’s earliest conﬁrmed image of Japan was born in part of its 
difﬁculties in halting the Japanese pirate raids of coastal and inland areas that had con-
tinued since 1350.  Naval successes from the 1380s helped the Koryo˘ government to 
slow landfall, but trade opportunities offered by the Choso˘n court after 1392 and local 
pressure in Japan gradually shifted exchange from violent appropriation to regular-
ized, sanctioned trade in the ﬁrst two decades of the ﬁfteenth century.  The O¯uchi, a 
powerful family based in westernmost Honshu, cultivated friendly relations with the 
Korean government, and this included assisting the Choso˘n court in its relations with 
the Muromachi bakufu.
In 1397.12, King T’aejo (r. 1392.7–1398.9) appointed Pak Tonji as Reciprocation En-
voy (K. Hoeyesa ) and ordered him to accompany the representatives of O¯uchi Yoshihi-
ro to Japan.  Yoshihiro’s envoys had arrived in Choso˘n in 1397.7 bearing a letter ad-
dressed to the State Council (K. Todang ), an ofﬁce which was directly below the 
monarch.  The State Council replied in a 1397.12 letter entrusted to Pak.  In Japan, Pak 
met Yoshihiro and delivered that communication, which expressed the court’s displea-
sure with the piracy.2)  The Korean envoy was in Kyoto in the eighth month of 1398, 
and met Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, who, having been shogun from 1367 until his retire-
ment in 1394.12, now controlled foreign relations as the retired shogun.  Yoshimitsu 
responded to the complaints about the predations by “the pirates of the three islands” 
(K. samdo waegu ) and ordered the O¯uchi to gather troops and attack the raiders.3)
Some scholars believe that Pak produced a map of Japan during this visit.4)  His pres-
ence in Choso˘n is next noted on 1399.5.16, when the second monarch, King 
Cho˘ngjong (r. 1398.9–1400.11), received the envoy of the “Nihon-koku Tai-Shogun,” 
who had accompanied the Korean envoy to Choso˘n.5)
Pak is reported to have traveled to Japan a second time.  Other scholars date his 
map of Japan to this visit.6)  An entry in the Korean veritable records dated 1438.2.19, 
and many years after Pak’s death, states that Pak traveled to Japan in the “spring of 
Jianwen 3,” or 1401.  While in O¯uchi lands, he produced a map of Japan from maps 
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made available by Hirai Do¯jo¯.  He placed a surface over the ﬁrst map and traced it. 
However, as the ﬁrst map lacked Tsushima and Iki, he added those two islands from a 
second text.7)
Sailing home from Japan, Pak must have returned to Choso˘n and likely reached the 
capital with his image of Japan by 1401.8.2.  On that day, as Honorary Magistrate of 
Hanso˘ng-bu (K. Ko˘mgyo Hanso˘ng-yun ) he sent a memorial (K. sangso ) regarding tribute 
tax deliveries from the southern provinces to King T’aejong (r. 1400.11–1418.8).8)  Six 
weeks later, Yoshimitsu traveled to see a Korean ship (or ships) in the port of Hyo¯go, 
near Kyoto, on 1401.9.16.9)  Pak almost certainly could not have been aboard that ship. 
Whatever the date of Pak’s map of Japan, the 1402 Kangnido introduced Japan, and 
Choso˘n, too, into a new type of mapped world.
The Ryu¯koku Kangnido’s Map of Japan
A discussion of the representation of Japan in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido must begin 
with an outline of the background to the 1402 Kangnido.  The Korean ofﬁcial who 
compiled the 1402 Kangnido fashioned this world from Chinese, Korean, and Japanese 
cartography, and at least one of the Chinese maps he used had been compiled in part, 
whether directly or through an earlier Chinese map (or maps), from Islamic cartogra-
phy.  The 1402 Kangnido, a heteroglossic image of a knowable world, combined two 
fourteenth-century Chinese maps, which Korean ofﬁcials obtained almost certainly af-
ter the establishment of Ming China in 1368 and Choso˘n in 1392, with new renderings 
of Choso˘n and Japan.  Pak’s map of the island country reached the Choso˘n court by 
the eighth month of 1401, and the King of Choso˘n received a new map of Choso˘n in 
1402.5.10)  That map of the peninsula is believed to have become the base map for the 
ﬁrst Korean world map’s image of Choso˘n.  This world map likely was completed on 
or after 1479.1.10 and on or by 1485.11.28, or it shows Choso˘n of that period.11)
On 1479.1.10 the Choso˘n government created a Left Province Navy Commander 
(Cho˘lla-do Chwado Sugun Cho˘ltosa, senior third grade) post for Sunch’o˘n County and a 
Right Province Navy Commander (Cho˘lla-do Udo Sugun Cho˘ltosa, senior third grade) 
post for Haenam County, both in Cho˘lla Province.  In the image of Choso˘n these two 
military posts each are identiﬁed by the term “suyo˘ng,” which indicates a navy com-
mandery.12)  On 1485.11.28, the Choso˘n government closed the Kyo˘nggi Province 
Navy Commandery at Hwaryang, in Namyang County, and overseen by the Kyo˘nggi 
Province Navy Commander (Kyo˘nggi-do Sugun Cho˘ltosa, senior third grade) stationed 
there.13)
The reproduction of the two fourteenth-century Chinese maps in the Ryu¯koku 
Kangnido loosened their moorings in Chinese cartographic, administrative, and other 
discourses.  The map constructed in part from Islamic cartography, the Shengjiao 
guangbei tu (Map of the Vast Reach of [Civilization’s] Resounding Teachings) attributed 
to Li Zemin, reﬂected a transfer to a Chinese project of data selected and arranged in 
an earlier, foreign cartographic practice.  The transfer from Islamic cartography also 
required the linguistic turn of place names, including any non-Arabic place names 
rendered into Persianized Arabic, into Chinese characters.  The Korean mapmaker al-
most certainly reproduced the characters selected in Yuan China.  He removed from 
Chinese contexts, priorities, and preferences information that earlier had been re-
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moved from another mapmaker and another map’s contexts, priorities, and preferenc-
es.  A shorter process of displacement seems to have attended the transmission of the 
second Chinese map, the Hunyi jiangli tu (Map of Integrated Regions and Terrains) at-
tributed to the monk Qingjun.  Judging from the image of Yuan China that appears in 
the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, the 1402 Kangnido too showed Yuan China.  Each Korean 
world map that showed Yuan China presented an anachronistic image of China.
The image of Japan entered the 1402 Kangnido similarly.  Map historians and other 
scholars commonly see the Ryu¯koku Kangnido’s representation as resembling those in 
manuscript versions of Shu¯gaisho¯ (Collection of Oddments), a text that was circulating 
in Japan at least from the ﬁfteenth century.  Of the several extant manuscript versions 
that predate 1600, three include a map of Japan called “Map of Great Japan” ( J. Dai 
Nippon-koku zu).14)  The general shape of the country in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido’s image 
is similar to those in the 1548 “Map of Great Japan” and the 1589 “Map of Great Ja-
pan.”15)
Following earlier scholarship in assuming that the placement of Japan in the 
Ryu¯koku Kangnido matches that in the 1402 Kangnido, the mapmaker inserted Japan 
into the ﬁrst world map further south and further west than the country’s geological 
position.  The westward placement likely resulted from the lack of space at that edge 
of the surface, while the setting on a plane with southern China may have been mod-
eled after Chinese maps.16)  Widely noted is the rotation of the archipelago approxi-
mately ninety degrees, setting northern Kyushu at north and eastern Honshu at south. 
In another envisioning of this world map’s orientation of Japan (but not of the coun-
try’s placement to the south and west), Yi Ch’an set a photographic reproduction of 
the image of Japan next to a photographic reproduction of the “Map of Great Japan” 
in (an unspeciﬁed version of ) Shu¯gaisho¯.  When the “Map of Great Japan” is turned so 
that Kyushu is at the top, the shapings of Japan in these two images are seen to be 
quite similar.17)  However the positioning of Japan may be viewed, the areas nearest 
the peninsula geologically, that is, Tsushima, Iki, and Kyushu, remained the closest in 
the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  These also were the areas from which pirates had sailed since 
1350 and into the early ﬁfteenth century.
In addition, the mapmaker placed the island of Tsushima close to the peninsula and 
on almost the same plane as Cheju, a Korean island in the southwestern province of 
Cho˘lla.  In their geological settings, too, the two islands are at similar latitudes, and 
Tsushima, as in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido and as in actuality, is at the more northern lati-
tude.  In the Ryu¯koku Kangnido Tsushima is identiﬁed by a three-character combina-
tion that appears commonly in Korean texts but not in Japanese texts.  In the Korean 
reading, the island’s name becomes Taema-do.
Setting aside the western and southern placement of the islands, the Ryu¯koku Kang-
nido’s representation of Japan contains numerous problems and mistakes in shaping 
the islands, in administrative geography, and in naming.  If this image is a faithful re-
production of that in the 1402 Kangnido, the deﬁciencies suggest limits to the knowl-
edge of Japan held, at the least, by the ofﬁcial who marked Japan into this ﬁrst Korean 
world map.  If this image of Japan is unique to the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, the inadequa-
cies may be attributed to the mapmaker who composed the island country.  The dis-
cussion turns to the many problems in the depiction of Japan in this oldest extant Ko-
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rean world map.  Several varieties of miscue are described below.
1.  The Missing Sea
An oft-noted error is the lack of a sea between Shikoku and Honshu.  That is, these 
two islands appear as a single landform.  Attached to Honshu is a space divided into 
four sections by solid lines.  The mapmaker probably intended these four sections to 
be the four provinces of Shikoku.  The error of afﬁxing Shikoku to Honshu must have 
been pointed out, for the island’s four provinces were re-drawn to the viewer’s left of 
and afﬁxed to the mistake.  In other words, the mistake and the second composition of 
Shikoku extend unbroken from the Honshu coast.  The appropriate province name 
was then written into each bounded space.  Between these two sets of four bounded 
areas was marked Awaji Province.  However, this island was drawn in such a way that 
it borders both sets.  In other words, the island province of Awaji was attached to the 
mistaken Shikoku and the re-drawn Shikoku.  The four unnamed spaces abut the 
Honshu provinces of, from east to west, Harima, Bitchu¯, and Bizen (See below for 
ampliﬁcation of this Honshu geography).  It cannot be known whether this problem 
occurred in 1402 or during the preparation of the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  Korean viewers 
required reference material, instruction, or prior knowledge of Japanese geography to 
know that water separated Honshu, Shikoku, and Awaji Province and to know that 
Shikoku and Awaji were separate islands.
2.  Administrative Geography
Various problems confuse the administrative geography of Japan.  These include 
unmarked space, missing provinces, misplaced provinces, and unmarked province 
boundary lines.  First, there are three spaces marked as provinces by boundary lines 
but not named.  Two of these spaces are in Honshu, each east of Kyoto.  The third 
space, in Kyushu, will be treated separately below.
The ﬁrst, and easternmost, of the two unidentiﬁed spaces in Honshu is north of a 
series of provinces—Suruga, To¯to¯mi, and Mikawa—along the southern coast of Hon-
shu and south of Shinano Province.  This is Kai Province.  The second unidenti ﬁed 
space in Honshu is on the eastern coast.
In this second space a line bends through the area to the viewer’s left of Hitachi 
Province.  That line extends to or begins from the sea, but is interrupted by damage 
that has also obscured the ﬁrst character in the province name “Shimo¯sa.”  To the 
viewer’s left of that line are three province names in an area with no boundary mark-
ers separating them: Shimo¯sa, Kazusa, and Awa.  Three interpretations may be possi-
ble.  First, the interrupted line may have been drawn as a provincial boundary marker. 
If so, it added a province to the viewer’s left.  In this instance, the error would be in 
inserting a province where none existed.  Second, the space was intended to be 
Shimo¯sa, however, that place name was written further to the viewer’s left.  In this in-
stance, the error would be in writing the province name Shimo¯sa outside the province. 
Or, third, and more simply, the line was drawn in error.
A second issue in the administrative geography is the absence of the names of four 
provinces.  One of these four provinces is Yamashiro Province, where Kyoto, the capi-
tal of Japan in the ﬁfteenth century, was located.  This province’s area is marked in a 
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circular, red-colored cartouche inside of which is written the country name “Ilbon” ( J. 
Nihon ), or Japan.  Naming the country took precedence over naming the province, 
though.  This usage of the country name resembles the writing of the country name 
“Choso˘n” in the cartouche for the Korean capital.  The absence of this province’s 
name reﬂects the marking of the Korean capital, where the name of the administrative 
unit called Hanso˘ng-bu is not written.
In the second instance of a missing province name, both the area for and the prov-
ince name for Izu Province are not marked.  Izu Province should be south of Suruga 
Province to the northwest and Sagami Province to the northeast.  The third and fourth 
unnamed provinces match the two remaining unidentiﬁed provincial spaces.  In Kyu-
shu, Hizen Province ﬁts the blank space in the island’s northeast.  In eastern Honshu, 
Kai Province is the westernmost of the two unidentiﬁed Honshu spaces.
A third problem is the arrangement of provinces.  Along the Inland Sea and north-
east of the island of Shikoku are three provinces that begin with the same character. 
From east to west in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, these are Bitchu¯, Bizen, and Bingo.  The 
ﬁrst and second provinces border the mis-drawn island of Shikoku.  However, the ﬁrst 
two province names, Bitchu¯ and Bizen, are in reverse order in the image.  In these 
province names the second character indicates the province’s geographical location 
vis-à-vis the Japanese emperor and the capital, and thus vis-à-vis the other two prov-
inces in the trio.  As these provinces are west of Kyoto, from east to west their order 
should be Bizen, Bitchu¯, and Bingo, or front ( J. zen), middle ( J. chu¯), and behind ( J. 
go).  That is, Bizen is closest to the emperor and the capital.
Fourth, the Ryu¯koku Kangnido lacks boundary lines for numerous provinces.  In 
eleven instances, a single bounded space holds two or more province names.  From 
Kyushu eastward, these combinations are:
 1. Chikugo and Bungo
 2. Suo¯ and Aki
 3. Mimasaka, (the misplaced) Bitchu¯, Harima, and Settsu
 4. Tanba and O¯mi
 5. Izumi, Kawachi, and Iga
 6. Kii, Yamato, and Shima
 7. Echizen and Kaga
 8. Hida, Mino, Owari, Mikawa, To¯to¯mi, Suruga, Ko¯zuke, and Mutsu
 9. Noto and Etchu¯
 10. Sagami and Shimotsuke
 11. Awa, Kazusa, and Shimo¯sa
With the exception of Chikugo and Bungo provinces, all of these provinces are in 
Honshu.  In total, thirty-three provinces lack individual boundary icons.
3.  Miswritten Place Names
The third form of problem is the miswriting of place names.  These mistakes too 
belie confusion about archipelago geography.  The errors seem to have occurred for 
varied reasons.
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The mistake in the ﬁrst example was a simple one.  In identifying Nagato Province, 
one of the O¯uchi family’s holdings in western Honshu, 長, the ﬁrst character in Naga-
to, was written as 良, rendering the province as 良門 rather than as Nagato 長門.  Giv-
en the similarities in the ﬁrst characters in these two compounds, a Korean elite not fa-
miliar with archipelago geography likely misread 長 as 良.
Another instance is the writing of “Kamakura,” recorded in the image as 鎌鎗.  The 
second character, 鎗, is not that in the appropriate Japanese writing of this place name, 
which is 鎌倉, and is not read in Japanese as kura.  However, in Korean the character 
鎗 shares the same reading, ch’ang, with the appropriate character for kura, 倉.18)  Per-
haps the Korean mapmaker who (ﬁrst) wrote the character 鎗 worked from the Kore-
an pronunciation of the Japanese writing of “Kamakura.”
The identiﬁcation of the port city of Hakata (current Fukuoka), in Chikuzen Prov-
ince, in northern Kyushu, may, or may not, be a third instance.  Hakata is present 
likely because Korean envoys bound for Kyoto in the second half of the fourteenth 
century and the early ﬁfteenth century passed through this port city en route to and 
from the Japanese capital.  In Japanese “Hakata” is written with two characters, as 博
多.  In Korean, this combination is read as “Pakta.”  This compound was not unknown 
to Korean ofﬁcials prior to 1402.19)  But Korean ofﬁcials also wrote this place name us-
ing three characters to represent in Korean the three Japanese syllabary sounds of ha/
ka/ta.  For example, Song Huˇigyo˘ng, an envoy who passed through the city in 1420, 
wrote “Pakkadae” (朴加大).20)  Koreans also wrote or printed the city name as P’agado 
(霸家島)21) and as P’agat’ae (霸家臺).22)  In the world map is what would appear to be 
Paktadae (博多大).23)  This combination may be another three-character writing of 
“Hakata.”  I have not yet found the Paktadae 博多大 combination of characters in the 
writings of Korean elites, travel records, or other written texts from the fourteenth and 
ﬁfteenth centuries.
Another interpretation of “Paktadae” might be offered.  The three characters 博多
大 present a different form of error.  The third character may not have referred to 
Hakata.  It may have referred, and perhaps in confusion, to the Dazaifu, a regional ad-
ministration ofﬁce, also in Chikuzen Province, established in the second half of the 
seventh century for the administration and defense of Kyushu.  The ﬁrst character in 
“Dazaifu,” 大, is the same character as the third character in “Paktadae.”  If the third 
character in “Paktadae” did refer to the Dazaifu, then the second and third characters 
in “Dazaifu,” 宰 and 府, were lost in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido or at an earlier stage.  A 
viewer would, again, have required prior knowledge of Japanese geography or admin-
istration to recognize and read such problems.
The Ryu¯koku Kangnido (and two subsequent extant Korean world maps) also pre-
served administrative and place names in today’s northern Honshu.  Four names ap-
pear in addition to those for Mutsu and Dewa provinces.  These are Tsugaru O¯sato, 
Ezochi, Chinju-fu, and Shirakawa-no-seki.24)  However, the maps in three extant pre-
1600 manuscript copies of Shu¯gaisho¯ each include only Tsugaru O¯sato, Ezochi, and 
Chinju-fu.  Two maps in Haedong chegukki have these four names.  The regional map of 
northeast Asia called “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” (K. Hae-
dong cheguk ch’ongdo) and the “Map of the Main Island of Japan” (K. Ilbon ponguk chi to) 
have the four terms in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.25)
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However the three characters 博多大 are read, the place names in the Ryu¯koku 
Kangnido’s image of Japan exhibit few errors in transcription.  Viewed more broadly, 
though, the various errors and confusions in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido’s image of Japan 
expose an unsteady grasp of that country’s natural and administrative geographies.  Of 
the sixty-eight provinces, problems accompany the marking of forty-three provinces, 
including Yamashiro Province.  The errors also suggest that other available, newer im-
ages, such as those in Haedong chegukki, were not consulted.
Honko¯ji’s Honil kangni yo˘ktae kukto chi to
Honko¯ji preserves a world map entitled Honil kangni yo˘ktae kukto chi to, hereafter, as 
the Honko¯ji Kangnido.  This world map is considered to be of the same branch as the 
1402 Kangnido and the Ryu¯koku Kangnido primarily because of its reproduction of 
Yuan China.  The Honko¯ji Kangnido image of Japan greatly resembles that in the 
Ryu¯koku Kangnido.26)
The Honko¯ji Kangnido has been dated to between 1513 and 1549, to between 1567 
and 1592, and to between 1605 and around 1767.27)  A more precise dating of the ﬁrst 
two periods sets the compilation of the Honko¯ji Kangnido, or the period shown in the 
image of Choso˘n, to between 1512.3.15 and 1549.5.21, and to from on or after 
1567.10.12 to 1592.  The date of 1513 derives presumably from the Choso˘n court’s re-
naming of Kilso˘ng County, in Hamgyo˘ng Province, as Kilchu County on 1512.3.15.28)
The periods 1513–1549 and 1567–1592 relate to the administrative history of Ch’ungju 
County, in Ch’ungch’o˘ng Province.  On 1549.5.21 the Choso˘n court renamed 
Ch’ungju County as Yusin County and reduced the county’s rank from City to Small 
County (hyo˘n, staffed by a hyo˘ngam [Small County Magistrate, junior sixth grade]), or to 
the lowest administrative status for magistracies.  On 1567.10.12, the court restored the 
place name Ch’ungju and returned the county to the status of City.29)  Why the date of 
1592, the year in which Toyotomi Hideyoshi invaded Choso˘n, has been forwarded is 
unclear.  The Korean government is not known to have changed this county’s name in 
1592.30)
The dating of from 1605 to around 1767 is not tenable.  Unno Kazutaka based this 
dating upon the view that two counties identiﬁed in the image of Choso˘n, Kilchu and 
Myo˘ngch’o˘n, could both have been open simultaneously from 1605.31)  However, from 
the 1510s the Choso˘n court appointed City Magistrates (K. Moksa, senior third rank) to 
Kilchu County and Small County Magistrates (K. Hyo˘ngam, junior sixth rank) to 
Myo˘ngch’o˘n.  The completion of this map cannot be dated to the seventeenth century 
or the eighteenth century based upon these two Korean counties.
Other data in the Honko¯ji Kangnido’s representation of Choso˘n might be considered 
for dating this world map.  The image shows Hwaryang.  As in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, 
there is a cartouche bearing the place name “Hwaryang” and a cartouche bearing the 
term “suyo˘ng.”  These were drawn in the sea west of Namyang.  As noted, the Choso˘n 
court closed the Navy Commandery at Hwaryang on 1485.11.28.  The government re-
opened that Navy Commandery by 1556.1.4, on which date is the ﬁrst conﬁrmation of 
a military ofﬁcial serving there since the closing.32)  However, the conﬁrmation on 
1556.1.4 does not eliminate the period of between 1512.3.15 and 1549.5.21 as a time 
during which Choso˘n is depicted.  With a Navy Commander serving at the Hwaryang 
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base on 1556.1.4, it may be stated at the least that the image of Choso˘n shows the 
country from on or after 1567.10.12.
Further complicating the dating of this map’s compilation is a navy commander 
headquarters in Kyo˘ngsang Province.  The Honko¯ji Kangnido shows the headquarters 
of the Kyo˘ngsang Province Left Province Navy Commander (K. Kyo˘ngsang-do chwado 
Sugun Cho˘ltosa) in the province’s southeastern corner.  The government transferred this 
naval base from the port of Kaeun, Ulsan County, westward to the port of Haeun, 
Tongnae County, in the sixteenth century.  That date, however, is not known.  The 
map historian O Sanghak has suggested 1534 as the earliest date by which the govern-
ment transferred the left province navy commandery.33)  There seems to be no evi-
dence for that move having occurred by at least 1544.9.26.34)  If the transfer and the 
reopening of the navy commander headquarters at Hwaryang occurred on or prior to 
1549.5.21, then the world map was compiled or shows Choso˘n on or prior to that date. 
If either or both the transfer and the reopening of the naval base at Hwaryang oc-
curred after 1549.5.21, then the world map was compiled or shows Choso˘n on or after 
1567.10.12.
Like the Ryu¯koku Kangnido image of Japan, that in the Honko¯ji Kangnido too almost 
certainly derived from the representation in an earlier generation world map.  This 
second image of Japan “is similar” to those found in extant editions of Shu¯gaisho¯. 
There also is one feature, a lake (Lake Biwa?) to the east of the Japanese capital, which 
is not found in the “Great Map of Japan.”  A lake in that location appears in the 
“Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of the Main Is-
land of Japan” in Haedong chegukki, but Kawamura Hirotada suggests that maps in this 
government report were not used in compiling this vision of Japan.35)  The report’s 
portrayal of Ryukyu in the “Map of Ryukyu” (K. Yugu-guk chi to), though, provided 
the base for this world map’s image of that country.36)  As the Korean mapmaker(s) of 
the Honko¯ji Kangnido or an earlier world map consulted Haedong chegukki for the map 
of Ryukyu, it would seem more likely that the lake in the image of Japan too came 
from an earlier usage of the government report.  That lake is in both the regional map 
“Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of the Main Is-
land of Japan.”
This world map’s surface extends further east of the Korean peninsula than the sur-
face for the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  As a result, there is space for setting the Japanese is-
lands in a horizontal manner near to the peninsula and further east of Choso˘n, or clos-
er to its geological position.  The mapmaker’s ﬁrst outlining of these islands in black 
ink is visible in some parts of Honshu and Shikoku.  The coloring of land did not ex-
tend in every province to that line, though.  A second black ink line bounds the color-
ing, leaving two such lines for some provinces.
Place names and the marking of Shikoku lack the types of problems identiﬁed in 
the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, but damage to the surface has obscured several province 
names and characters.  Damage has rendered the following provinces not visible: Suo¯ 
and Iwami (Honshu), Tosa and Iyo (Shikoku), and Higo, Bungo, O¯sumi, Hyu¯ga, and 
Satsuma (Kyushu).  The ﬁrst characters in the province names “Izumo,” “Oki,” an is-
land along the west coast of Honshu, and “Dewa,” in northeast Honshu, are barely 
legible.  And the second characters in the province names “Awa,” in Shikoku, and 
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“Izumo,” along the western coast of Honshu, are not visible.  The place names Tsugaru 
O¯sato and Amakusa-tsu also are obscured, if one or both were inscribed.
Three further features of the Honko¯ji Kangnido’s image of Japan might also be not-
ed.  The ﬁrst is Tsushima.  In Japan, this island’s name was written with two charac-
ters.  In Choso˘n, the island was called Taema-do and written with three characters. 
The ﬁrst two characters in both island names match, and the third character in the Ko-
rean rendering is “island.”  In the Honko¯ji Kangnido, however, the island’s name was 
written as “Tsushima.”  This is noteworthy because court histories, maps (including the 
three other extant world maps), and many Korean texts call this island Taema-do. 
Second, the individual who wrote “Tsushima” (or “Taema,” perhaps?) used an alter-
nate character ( J. itaiji ) for the ﬁrst character rather than the standard form.  That al-
ternate character was used in Japan.37)  Third, the calligraphy for the written text in Ja-
pan is in a different hand than that which wrote place names in other countries and 
areas.  The ink differs, too.  Also, the island was drawn further south of the peninsula 
and closer to Kyushu than as in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  These points may allow for 
consideration of the possibility that Japanese contributed to the compilation of this 
world map.
The presentation of Japan in the Honko¯ji Kangnido reﬂected the resolution, whether 
in that world map or in an earlier generation world map, of problems which had di-
minished the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  Shikoku is drawn as one piece of land, and the in-
land sea ﬂows between that island and Honshu.  The three provinces of Bizen, Bitchu¯, 
and Bingo are named in the proper order from east to west.  The name for Nagato 
Province is written with the appropriate ﬁrst character.  Provinces are bounded into in-
dividual spaces.  The image of Japan in the Honko¯ji Kangnido is, to the extent visible, 
geographically accurate in its presentation of the capital and provinces and accurate in 
its writing of province names.
Tenri Library’s Tae Myo˘ng-guk to
Two other Korean world maps are preserved in the Tenri Library and Honmyo¯ji. 
Based upon the consistent depiction of the Eurasian continent and other landforms 
and upon the consistent recording of place names across the four map artifacts, these 
texts too are believed to stem ultimately from the 1402 Kangnido.  Unlike the two ex-
tant Kangnido branch maps, though, these two texts have Ming China.  And their de-
pictions of Japan and Ryukyu, which demonstrate an earlier generation’s reference to 
Haedong chegukki, also differ from those in the Kangnido branch maps.  The Tenri and 
Honmyo¯ji texts have been described as sister maps derived from an earlier generation 
world map, one possibly of several generations removed from the 1402 Kangnido.38)
The compiler of that earlier generation world map’s depiction of Japan composed the 
island country primarily from the “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the 
East,” and also consulted the “Map of the Main Island of Japan” and the “Map of Kyu-
shu, Saikaido¯ Circuit, Japan” (K. Ilbon-guk So˘haedo Kuju chi to).
The Tenri holding has been dated to between 1549 and 1568 based upon a county 
name in Choso˘n that does not appear in the other three extant world maps.39)  This 
map may be dated with more precision.  On 1549.5.21 the Choso¯n court renamed 
Ch’ungju County as Yusin County, which is the place name found only in the Tenri 
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image of Choso˘n.  On 1567.10.12, the court restored the place name Ch’ungju.40)  The 
Tenri map may be dated to between on or after 1549.5.21 and on or by 1567.10.12.
The Korean government reopened the naval base at Hwaryang, in Namyang Coun-
ty and staffed it again with a Navy Commander sometime prior to 1556.1.4.  The Tenri 
world map’s image of Choso˘n has the words “Namyang” and “suyo˘ng,” the latter being 
a standard term for a navy commander headquarters.  Between the cartouche in the 
sea bearing the term “suyo˘ng” and the writing of “Namyang” is an empty cartouche in 
the peninsula and west of “Namyang.”  Based upon data in the other world maps, 
“Hwaryang” would have been written in that cartouche.  Despite the absence of the 
port name Hwaryang, present in the Tenri world map is an identiﬁcation of the navy 
commander headquarters in Namyang County.  If the Choso˘n government reopened 
the navy commandery at Hwaryang after 1549.5.21, then the Tenri world map was 
compiled between the date of the reopening and 1567.10.12.  Or it was reproduced af-
ter the later date.  If this navy commander headquarters was reopened prior to 
1549.5.21, then the period from on or after 1549.5.21 to on or by 1567.10.12 is that dur-
ing which the Tenri world map was compiled or is that shown in the world map.
There is no title written on the map, but it has been named, in the Korean reading, 
Tae Myo˘ng-guk to ( J. Dai Min-koku zu; Map of Great Ming China).  How this title came 
to be attached is unclear.  As the title indicates, Ming China is depicted.  More 
speciﬁcally, this is the country from between 1476 and 1524.41)  The presentation of 
Ming China rather than Yuan China in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji texts separates these 
two maps from the Ryu¯koku Kangnido and the Honko¯ji Kangnido.
Further, the images of Choso˘n in these two world maps vary distinctively from 
those in these two Kangnido world maps.  In the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji text, the contours 
of the shapes-and-forces networks through the shapings of rivers and mountain ranges, 
the insertion of all Korean civil provincial administration seat names into cartouches, 
the additional cartouches in the sea off the coast of Hamgyo˘ng Province, the drawing 
of Mt. Paektu, and the term in the capital cartouche match.  They thus vary from the 
images in the two Kangnido world maps.  Also, fewer mountains, rivers, and other nat-
ural features are named.
That the title and the lists of data directly below the title on the Ryu¯koku Kangnido
and the Honko¯ji Kangnido, and presumably on the 1402 Kangnido, too, were not trans-
ferred to the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji world maps, and presumably to one or more previ-
ous generations in this second branch, may be attributed to at least three reasons. 
First, the title on the two Kangnido map artifacts, Honil kangni yo˘ktae kukto chi to, was no 
longer applicable.  The term honil, or “integrated,” referred to the territory under 
Yuan control from after the absorption of Southern Song, and claimed also to include 
“lands beyond the seas, lands where the sun rises and sets, and myriad small coun-
tries.”42)  Second, the list of Yuan administrative units was now anachronistic, and an 
inappropriate gesture toward Ming China if written on a world map that showed Ming 
China.  And third, these two world maps show Ming China.  Updating the administra-
tive and territorial geographies of China also meant dropping references to Yuan Chi-
na.
The Tenri world map’s surface lacks sufﬁcient space to the right (east) of Choso˘n for 
locating Japan there.  The image thus is set further west than the geological location 
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and almost directly below Choso˘n.  In this placement Tsushima is east of Kyoto.  The 
mapping of Japan differs from those in the other three world maps for showing a small 
number of place names and other written information.  It has been suggested that the 
mapmaker reproduced Japan directly or indirectly from maps in Haedong chegukki, or 
through such an image of Japan in an earlier generation world map.43)
Before proceeding with the description of the Tenri world map’s image of Japan, 
maps of Japan in Haedong chegukki and discourses informing those texts will be intro-
duced.  The government report includes six maps showing all or parts of Japan.  The 
“Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East,” the ﬁrst map in the set, shows 
maritime Northeast Asia, or Ryukyu, Japan, and the southeastern corner of Choso˘n. 
The next ﬁve images, all in greater detail than the Japan in this regional map, are of 
Honshu and Shikoku (over two folios), Kyushu, the island of Iki (“Map of Iki Island, 
Japan” [K. Ilbon-guk Ilgi-do chi to ]), and the island of Tsushima (“Map of Tsushima Is-
land, Japan” [K. Ilbon-guk Taema-do chi to ]).
In the government report’s individual maps and also the “Map of Ryukyu,” lines 
cutting through the waters link various places in Japan with Ryukyu, and extend from 
Kyushu through Iki and Tsushima to Choso˘n.  These lines represent routes along 
which trade ships sailed to and from the Naha area of Ryukyu, and within Japan. 
Stretching through the inland sea from Hakata to Kyoto is one section of the route 
taken by Korean embassies dispatched by the King of Choso˘n to meet the shogun. 
Within the shapings of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu are province names, city names, 
and natural features such as mountains, rivers, and a lake.  Discourses of trade and di-
plomacy are easily read when data in the maps are linked with information in the re-
port’s main text.
Returning to the Tenri world map, the image identiﬁes the capital as it appears in 
the regional map and the map of Honshu.  The capital is drawn as a circle; inside the 
circle and written in two columns are “Ilbon,” on the right, and “kukto” ( J. kokuto), or 
the capital, on the left.  This layout and written text match those in the “Overall Map 
of Countries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of the Main Island of Japan.”
The eight circuits are all named, and set within vertical rectangle cartouches.  Their 
placement follows the arrayal in the “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the 
East,” the “Map of the Main Island of Japan,” and the “Map of Kyushu, Saikaido¯ Cir-
cuit, Japan.”  “Kinai” in the Haedong chegukki maps seems to have been written here as 
“Kinaido¯.”
Only ten of the sixty-eight provinces are identiﬁed, however.  Those provinces are 
Tsushima, Sado, O¯mi, Shinano, Shima, Awaji, and the four provinces in Shikoku (Iyo, 
Sanuki, Awa, and Tosa).  The pattern by which the four Shikoku provinces are divided 
by boundary lines matches that in the “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the 
East,” suggesting that this map may have been the primary referent in Haedong chegukki
for the mapping of Japan in the ﬁrst Korean world map to have been compiled from 
reference to that government report.  Sado was an island province in the sea off the 
western coast of Honshu, and O¯mi Province bordered Yamashiro Province (marked, 
but not named) to its east.  Shinano Province is identiﬁed inside the circle showing Mt. 
Fuji; that province name is written to the left of the mountain name.  Shima Province 
is depicted as an island, though the province was located in Honshu, east of Kii Prov-
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ince, and along the inland sea.  This placement too reﬂects the “Overall Map of Coun-
tries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of the Main Island of Japan.”  And in 
the inland sea Awaji Province was inaccurately identiﬁed as a toll barrier ( J. seki ), as 
“Awaji-no-seki.”
Islands that were not provinces and island icons were drawn along the southern 
and western coast of Kyushu, the western coast of Honshu, and in the inland sea. 
Named inside the island shapes are Io¯jima, written incorrectly as J. ishi/i/o¯.  (This is-
land has the same name in the Honko¯ji Kangnido.)  Io¯jima is named correctly in the 
“Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” map and the “Map of Kyushu, 
Saikaido¯ Circuit, Japan.”  Also marked are Amakusa-tsu, Mishima, Mitsukejima, Ezo-
gashima, O¯shima, Onomichi-no-seki, and the imaginary land of Gando¯.  The word 
“Kyushu,” which is the only naming of the three main islands, is in the “Overall Map 
of Countries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of Kyushu, Saikaido¯ Circuit, Ja-
pan.”  Amakusa-tsu is in the “Map of Kyushu, Saikaido¯ Circuit, Japan.”  Mishima, 
Mitsukejima, Kamado-no-seki, Onomichi-no-seki, Gando¯, Ezogashima, and O¯shima 
all appear in the “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” and the “Map 
of the Main Island of Japan.”
The inclusion of Onomichi is important for understanding differences between the 
base images in Haedong chegukki and the images in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji world 
maps.  The vertical writing of “Onomichi-no-seki” matches the marking in the “Over-
all Map of Countries across the Sea to the East.”  Onomichi appears in this and the 
Honshu maps as a stop on the route followed by royal embassies from Pusan to Kyo-
to.  In the latter two world maps, however, that route is not marked, the state-level di-
plomacy between the Choso˘n and Japanese governments thus not depicted.  Ono-
michi became another island in Japan, the purpose of its presence in the world maps’ 
images of Japan unclear.  Also, the marking as an island and identiﬁcation as a toll 
barrier may have informed the mistaken marking of Awaji Province as a toll barrier.
In Honshu also are “Kamakura-dono,” which refers to the ofﬁce of the Kanto¯ Depu-
ty ( J. Kamakura kubo¯, Kanto¯ kubo¯), and, as noted, Mt. Fuji.  The ofﬁce oversaw approxi-
mately ten provinces—the number ﬂuctuated over time—in the Kanto¯ area.  The ver-
tical writing of “Kamakura-dono” matches that in the “Overall Map of Countries 
across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of the Main Island of Japan.”  The written 
text that accompanies Mt. Fuji is not in the former map and thus derives from the lat-
ter.  That written text reads, “[Mt. Fuji] is forty ri high.  There always is snow [on the 
mountain].”
Tsushima is identiﬁed as “Taema-do” and set, as in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido and the 
Honmyo¯ji world map, on the same plane as Cheju.  Further, the place name “Taema-
do” is set inside a vertical rectangle cartouche, and the cartouche is colored the same 
orange-like tint as many other county cartouches in the image of Choso˘n, including 
Cheju.  No other area in Japan is so marked.  This depiction may suggest that the 
mapmaker presented Tsushima as Korean territory.
The Tenri map also includes three phrases written in vertical rectangle-shaped box-
es and placed in the seas around Japan.  These three phrases were not culled from 
maps in Haedong chegukki.  The note, which is set along the western coast of Honshu, 
reads, “Port for northern sea trade ships” (K. Pukhae huˇngniso˘n chin ).  This text appears 
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earliest, in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  The second note, about trade in the “southern sea,” 
forms a pair in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji texts with the comment about “northern sea” 
trade.  Placed east of Shikoku in the inland sea area, it reads, “River for southern sea 
merchants” (K. Namhae huˇngni kang ).  The river is not identiﬁed further, but that shown 
ﬂowing from east of the capital southward into the inland sea, generally believed to 
represent the Yodo River ( J. Yodo-gawa), is the likely candidate.  The notes for the 
northern sea and the southern sea also appear in the Honmyo¯ji world map.
“North” in “northern sea” and “south” in “southern sea” refer to areas in Japan 
identiﬁed with those two directional terms.  These directions are stated explicitly in 
the geography of Japan recorded around 1598–1599 by Kang Hang, a Korean ofﬁcial 
taken to Japan as a prisoner of war in late 1597, during the Japanese invasion of 
Choso˘n (1592–1598).  Kang wrote, “It is said that at the far east of Japan is Mutsu 
Province and at the far west is Hizen Province.  From eastern Mutsu to western Hizen 
is 415 ri.  At the far south is Kii Province and at the far north is Wakasa Province. 
From southern Kii to northern Wakasa is eighty-eight ri.”44)  This geography reﬂects 
an ancient Japanese order of direction.
North in ancient and medieval Japan extended in the direction of Sado, which is 
north of the area formerly called Wakasa Province.  The Engi-shiki, an early tenth-cen-
tury state compilation of regulations relating to ritual, describes Japan’s expanse as “… 
from Mutsu in the east, Chiga in the west, Tosa in the south and Sado in the north.”45)
Chiga refers to the Goto¯ islands at the western edge of Hizen Province, Tosa to the 
province in the southern Shikoku and thus further south and west than Kii Province. 
This is a larger Japan than that outlined by Kang Hang, but the directions lead to the 
same areas in both constructions.
Returning to the Ryu¯koku Kangnido, it is not yet conﬁrmed whether the Choso˘n 
government knew of Japanese trade along the western coast of Honshu in 1402, but 
the court was aware by 1470.10 at the latest of travel by ship along that coast.  Japa-
nese traveled to the capital from Wakasa Province in the north and the Yodo River in 
the south in the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries, if not from earlier.  The port in 
Wakasa Province referred to in the “northern sea” text may be Obama, to which ships 
from areas further north sailed from at least the fourteenth century.46)  Individuals on 
board those vessels then headed overland for trade in the capital of Kyoto.  In 1465, 
the Governor of Tsushima delivered goods to the shogun through the port of 
Obama.47)
In 1470.9, the Japanese monk Jurin related to the Choso˘n government his travel to 
Kyoto on behalf of King Sejo.  Having departed from Choso˘n, he reached Kami-
Matsuura, in northwest Kyushu, in 1466.6.  After repairs to the ship, he sailed for Kyo-
to in 1467.2 by going northward along the western coast of Honshu.  Upon reaching a 
port in Wakasa Province in 1467.4, the group then traveled overland, reaching Kyoto 
about two months later.48)
In 1476.7, Korean court ofﬁcials inquired of a Japanese contact from Iki named 
Saburo¯taro¯, who previously had received the nominal military post of Third Deputy 
Commander (K. Hogun), which permitted him to visit Choso˘n one time each year for 
trade, about how Korean embassy ships might reach Kyoto while Japanese warred 
(that is, the O¯nin War).  Saburo¯taro¯ replied that ships could sail through the “northern 
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sea” to Wakasa Province, then travel overland from Wakasa Province, sail by ship for 
some distance, and then continue overland to the capital.  He noted that Hakata and 
Iki merchants use that route regularly.49)  This mention of the “northern sea” refers to 
waters in the “north” of Japan, or the area along the west coast of Honshu also 
identiﬁed in Engi-shiki and by Kang Hang.
The third note, written south of Honshu and east of Shikoku, refers to a “shrine” (K. 
sa; J. hokora ) for Xu Fu in Japan.  According to Haedong chegukki, “In 219 B.C., Qin 
Shihuangdi, the ﬁrst emperor of Qin China, dispatched Xu Fu, who sailed in search of 
the elixir of eternal life.  Xu Fu eventually reached Kii Province, and settled there.”50)
The third note seems to build upon this brief biography by implying that Xu Fu died 
in Japan and stating that he is remembered there.  The Honko¯ji Kangnido and the 
Honmyo¯ji world map also present this note, but the former map artifact does not show 
the two notes about trade.
The image of Japan in the Tenri world map seems to have not been completed. 
The written text seems to indicate an order by which the mapmaker was preparing the 
image.  He placed the capital circle and the vertical rectangles for the seven circuits 
named in Honshu and the one in Kyushu, and wrote the names in each ﬁgure.  This 
matches the pattern in the “Overall Map of Countries across the Sea to the East” and 
in the Honmyo¯ji image.
If the mapmaker intended to set the provinces in Honshu within boundary lines, as 
the portrayal of Shikoku may suggest, the markings in Honshu are a guide for how 
those provinces were to be drawn.  The capital, O¯mi Province to the viewer’s right of 
the capital, Mt. Fuji and Shinano Province, and the Kanto¯ Deputy’s ofﬁce all were set 
within separate oval or circular shapes, a pattern also seen in the Honmyo¯ji image. 
Other provinces could be shaped, if provinces were to be outlined, and named around 
these ﬁgures.  The marking of provinces could then be extended along Honshu’s 
shores in the appropriate directions.  That is, these four cartouches provided axes 
around which the other forty-six provinces on the island could be written.  (This total 
is forty-seven if Yamashiro Province is included.)  If the provinces were not to be set 
within boundary lines, as they are not in Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu in the 
Honmyo¯ji image, the marking ﬁrst of the capital, the circuits, the large cartouches 
bearing O¯mi Province, Shinano Province and Mt. Fuji, and the Kanto¯ Deputy still pro-
vide a visual and spatial guide for the writing of province names.
In the seas around Honshu the mapmaker marked three island provinces (though 
Shima Province was not an island province and Awaji was incorrectly identiﬁed as a 
toll barrier) and the four provinces in Shikoku.  He divided the provinces in Shikoku 
by boundary lines.  Island provinces and the four Shikoku provinces were easier to 
design than were the nine provinces in Kyushu and the remaining forty-six provinces 
in Honshu.  They likely were drawn and identiﬁed ﬁrst for that reason.  The locations 
shaped and the place names marked in the Tenri world map’s image of Japan almost 
certainly offer a view onto how the mapmaker planned this composition.  If this is an 
unﬁnished representation, then the Tae Myo˘ng-guk to is an unﬁnished map.
Honmyo¯ji’s Tae Myo˘ng-guk chido
The world map held by the Honmyo¯ji temple is called, in the Korean reading, Tae 
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Myo˘ng-guk chido ( J. Dai Min-koku chizu; Map of Great Ming China).  This text, too, 
bears no title and has been so named rather more recently than the early Choso˘n peri-
od.  How the title came to be attached is unclear.  This world map resembles that in 
the Tenri Library, and it too is believed to derive ultimately from the 1402 Kangnido.51)
Korean place names suggest that it was compiled in the second half of the sixteenth 
century, or is based upon a world map compiled in that general time period.  Before 
outlining the image of Japan’s contents, the date of this world map and possible paths 
to Japan will be considered.
Differing from the Tenri map, the Honmyo¯ji world map’s image of Choso˘n shows 
Ch’ungju County.  As explained above, this county name dates the world map’s com-
pilation or depiction of Choso˘n to on or before 1549.5.21 or to on or after 1567.10.12. 
The problems in identifying the dating of the Honko¯ji world map appear in this im-
age, too.  As noted for the Honko¯ji world map, if the transfer of the navy commander 
headquarters from Kaeun, Ulsan County, to Haeun, Tongnae County and the reopen-
ing of the navy commander headquarters at Hwaryang occurred on or prior to 
1549.5.21, then the world map was completed or shows Choso˘n on or prior to that 
date.  If either or both the transfer and the reopening of the naval base at Hwaryang 
occurred after 1549.5.21, then the world map was completed or shows Choso˘n on or 
after 1567.10.12.52)
At least four proposals for when this world map reached Japan or the temple have 
been forwarded.  Akioka Takejiro¯ suggested that the temple may have received the 
map after Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s invasion of Choso˘n ended in 1598.53)  Unno Kazutaka 
considers the years prior to the invasion as more likely, for such a map would have 
been necessary for pre-war planning.54)  Yi Ch’an repeated the view that Kato¯ Kiyo-
masa received the map from Hideyoshi, and then presented it to Honmyo¯ji in the ﬁrst 
month of 1592.  Noting the method of color application in the Tae Myo˘ng-guk chido, he 
wondered if the Honmyo¯ji holding might not be a reproduction made from the map 
brought to Japan.55)
Miya Noriko offers a fourth explanation.  Working from the Korean veritable re-
cords, she notes two entries from 1593.5 that mention a Korean giving a map of China 
and Choso˘n (K. Chungguk Choso˘n chido ) to Kiyomasa.  She suggests that “the possibility 
is extremely high” that the map at Honmyo¯ji is the map of China and Choso˘n that this 
Korean, Han Kyo˘k, copied and “presented” ( J. kenjo¯) to Kiyomasa, who had led an 
army into Hamgyo˘ng Province in 1592 and was a benefactor of Honmyo¯ji.56)
Until corroboration of any these four proposals through documents at Honmyo¯ji or 
elsewhere which are not currently extant, it may also be useful to consider the context 
in which Kiyomasa is suggested to have received this map in Choso˘n.  As the invading 
Japanese armies pushed northward, Han Kuˇkham, who had taken up the post of 
Kyo˘ngwo˘n Special City Magistrate (K. Taedohobusa) in the northeast corner of 
Hamgyo˘ng Province in 1587, now also served as Hamgyo˘ng Province Northern Cir-
cuit Army Commander (K. Hamgyo˘ng Pukto Pyo˘ngma Cho˘ltosa).  Army Commander was 
the highest post in the military provincial administration system.57)
Kuˇkham’s units met Kiyomasa’s army at So˘ngjin, in northern Hamgyo˘ng Province, 
in the seventh month of 1592.  His troops routed, he ﬂed to a nearby Jurchen village. 
The Jurchens turned the Korean ofﬁcer away, directing him toward Kyo˘ngwo˘n.  The 
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Hamgyo˘ng Province Northern Circuit Army Commander was soon captured by Kiyo-
masa’s soldiers, though.  Kiyomasa’s army then proceeded toward Hoeryo˘ng, west of 
Kyo˘ngwo˘n, and aided by local Koreans captured two royal princes of King So˘njo, the 
ﬁrst son the Imhaegun, then 19 se old, and the sixth son the Sunhwagun.58)  In early 
1593, the two princes and Kuˇkham, and presumably other prisoners of war, too, were 
moved to Anbyo˘n, in southeast Hamgyo˘ng Province.  Kuˇkham soon escaped, and 
reached safety in a Korean military unit.
In the middle of the ﬁfth month of 1593, after the Japanese armies had abandoned 
the Korean capital of Hanso˘ng and almost one month after the Korean government 
had returned to the capital, a letter written by the two princes, who still were held by 
Kiyomasa, was introduced at court.  The princes stated that Kuˇkham had sent two 
daughters to Kiyomasa and that Kyo˘k, who was the son of Kuˇkham, had given the 
Japanese general a map (or maps?) of China and Choso˘n (K. Chungguk kuˇp aguk 
chido ).59)  Kyo˘k also had learned Japanese and was said to have become close to Kiyo-
masa.60)  (He seems to have escaped by the middle of 1593.3.61))  The next day, court 
ministers reported that Kyo˘k had given Kiyomasa a map of China (K. Chungguk 
chido ).62)  The speciﬁc mention of China may suggest that this transfer of geographical 
information about China, whose emperor had sent troops to ﬁght the Japanese, greatly 
angered Korean ofﬁcials.  Kuˇkham was later executed.63)
Geographical information about China and Choso˘n had been handed to the enemy. 
This information is preserved in the veritable records for So˘njo’s reign probably be-
cause the report came from princes, because Choso˘n had been invaded by a foreign 
ruler who wanted to conquer Ming China, and because the princes were accusing 
Kuˇkham, who was a government ofﬁcial, and Kyo˘k of aiding the enemy.  It is unlike-
ly, however, that a map like the world map preserved at Honmyo¯ji would have been 
kept in Hamgyo˘ng Province.
The northeast province was far from the capital, and cold and mountainous.  Kings 
frequently banished ofﬁcials and other subjects to the remote county of Hoeryo˘ng. 
Further, Jurchen communities, which had worried the Choso˘n government since its 
ﬁrst years, dotted the province’s northeast corner.  Such communities also were locat-
ed just north of the Tumen River, which separated the two countries in that area.  Oc-
casional raids on nearby Korean villages reinforced those concerns.  Korean ofﬁcials 
referred to Jurchens as, in a literal translation, “wild people” (yain), and disparaged 
them for their uncivilized ways.
As Jurchens frequently traveled to and from Choso˘n and Ming China by crossing 
the Tumen River, government ofﬁces in Hamgyo˘ng Province would more likely have 
held a country map of Choso˘n, provincial and local maps of the province, and one or 
more separate maps depicting all or portions of China.  Such maps were not unknown 
to Korean ofﬁcials.  Yu Huˇich’un, a high-ranking member of the court, reported see-
ing a map of China (K. Chungwo˘n chido) in Seoul in 1573.64)  (Whether guided by a Ko-
rean map of China or not, Kiyomasa led a small band across the Tumen River into 
China in 1592.6, and engaged Jurchens in battle.  He thus became the ﬁrst of Hideyo-
shi’s generals to enter China and to ﬁght there.)  Further, Kyo˘ngwo˘n was not the pro-
vincial seat.  If a world map like that at Honmyo¯ji were kept in a government ofﬁce in 
Hamgyo˘ng Province, it most likely would have been stored in an ofﬁce in the provin-
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cial capital in Kyo˘ngso˘ng County or perhaps at the headquarters of the Hamgyo˘ng 
Province North Province Army Commander (K. Pukto [Pyo˘ngma] Cho˘ltosa, junior sec-
ond grade) in Chongso˘ng County.
If Kiyomasa acquired the world map now at Honmyo¯ji while he was in Choso˘n, 
four other scenarios should perhaps be considered.  In the ﬁrst scenario, the world 
map from which Kyo˘k worked had been entrusted with one of the two princes that 
Kiyomasa captured before they departed the capital.  The two princes ﬂed into sepa-
rate provinces, but when Japanese troops pushed into Kangwo˘n Province, south of 
Hamgyo˘ng Province, the younger prince hurried northward and joined his older 
brother in Hamgyo˘ng Province (The three other princes too each ﬂed to a different 
province).  Why, though, would a prince and his attendants carry a large object such 
as a world map when they must travel quickly and stealthily through the countryside? 
The Honmyo¯ji map is 134.7 × 169.2 centimeters.
In the second scenario, acquisition or reproduction occurred after Kiyomasa en-
tered Hanso˘ng on 1592.5.3 and before he departed the capital for Hamgyo˘ng Prov-
ince on 1592.5.11.  The map could have been found in the smoldering ruins of 
Kyo˘ngbok Palace or nearby neighborhoods, which had burned in a ﬁre set after King 
So˘njo and his government had ﬂed Hanso˘ng by Koreans who sought to destroy state 
records of their low social status.  Upon entering the capital, the Japanese armies with-
out doubt moved through the city imposing control, surveying the city, and investigat-
ing damaged buildings.  A residence, such as that of a government ofﬁcial or of a de-
scendant of a former government ofﬁcial, inside or outside the capital may be another 
possible location where the world map could have been found.
In the third scenario, acquisition or reproduction occurred after Kiyomasa, his 
army, and the two princes reached Hanso˘ng in early 1593.  In the case of reproduc-
tion, preparation based upon a map in the capital and delivery to Kiyomasa must have 
occurred between their arrival in Hanso˘ng on 1593.2.29 and the Japanese evacuation 
from Hanso˘ng on 1593.4.18 (or 4.19, as is also cited).  However, the activities of Kiyo-
masa, his ofﬁcers, and his soldiers in Hanso˘ng are difﬁcult to track for lack of extant 
sources.
In the fourth scenario, if representatives of Kiyomasa remained in Hanso˘ng while 
Kiyomasa was in the northeast, they may have acquired the world map or reproduced 
it from another text during that period.  As Japanese armies did not enter Hanso˘ng 
again after the evacuation, the world map could have reached Kiyomasa’s hands only 
during this period between 1592.5.3 and 1593.4.18/19.  Any of the last three scenarios 
seem plausible, with palace buildings, government ofﬁces outside Kyo˘ngbok Palace, 
or private residences inside and outside the capital being likely places where a world 
map could have been held.
Returning to the world map at Honmyo¯ji, the image of Japan will be described. 
This image too has been traced to one or more maps in Haedong chegukki.65)  The prov-
inces were not shaped into ovals by boundary icons.  As in the Tenri map, the capital, 
provinces, “Kamakura-dono” (written here, too, with the appropriate character for 
kura), and real islands are marked.  The provinces in Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu 
were not separated by boundary lines, making this depiction distinctive among the 
four world maps.  In the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji maps, unlike as in the two Kangnido
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maps, province names are capped with the Japanese administrative sufﬁx shu¯, or prov-
ince.
This representation, too, preserves mistakes.  Among the province names, the sec-
ond character in “Izumi” is incorrect (and the ﬁrst character in “Suo¯” appears to be in-
correct).  The ﬁrst character in “Shimotsuke” was not written, and the second charac-
ter in “Mimasaka” and in “Etchu¯” was not written.  “Mimasaka” also lacks the 
administrative sufﬁx shu¯; “Nagato,” “Tajima,” “Hida,” and “Mutsu” too lack the ad-
ministrative sufﬁx.  Absent are the names for Oki, Aki, Wakasa, and Hitachi provinc-
es.  And both the island of Iki and the place name for that island are not marked.
Of particular interest for what they suggest about the composition of the image are 
the mistakes in the writing of the place names for Izumi Province and Chinju-fu, the 
latter a fossilized place name from earlier centuries.  The second character in each 
term is incorrect.  The second character in “Izumi,” 泉, was written rather with the 
character 川, or kawa/sen in Japanese readings.  And the second character in “Chinju-
fu,” 守, was written rather with the character 水, or mizu/sui in Japanese readings.
In both Japanese place names, the incorrect character and the correct character 
have the same reading in Korean.  In “Izumi,” the appropriate second character, izumi
(sen), and that written in the map, kawa (sen), are both read in Korean as “ch’o˘n.”  In 
“Chinju-fu,” the appropriate second character ju and that written in the map, mizu
(sui ), are both read in Korean as “su.”  These two mistakes suggest that the writer for 
this or an earlier generation world map may have been informed orally of these place 
names.  That is, one or more individuals involved in the production of this or an earli-
er image may have been reading and/or pronouncing Japanese place names in Kore-
an pronunciations, and not in Japanese pronunciations of the characters.
Transcription errors also may be found.  One example is the writing of “Shirakawa-
no-seki.”  The second character, ka/kawa, in “Shirakawa” was written as 河.  In this 
map, that character became 丁.  If not copied from the base map, the scribe miswrote 
the second character in “Shirakawa-no-seki.”  The error also suggests that the writer 
did not know Japanese, for the character 丁, as cho¯/to¯/tei in Japanese, does not share a 
reading in Japanese with the character 河 in Japanese.  A second example is the place 
name 濱自州.  This place name likely derives from 濱任浦, which is marked in Nagato 
Province in the “Map of the Main Island of Japan.”  The second character changed 
from 任 to 自 and the third character from 浦 to 州.  If not copied from the base map, 
the scribe miswrote the second and third characters.  The genealogies of these three 
errors cannot be traced, but the visual similarities in each of the three pairs of charac-
ters are suggestive of how the mistakes occurred.  The errors suggest that the map-
maker did not know Japanese geography well.
Other problems may be noted.  One is the writing of “Paktadae” in northern 
Kyushu.  That is, what appears to be a three-character form in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido
is found in this map, too.  The “Map of Kyushu, Saikaido¯ Circuit, Japan” has the ap-
propriate writing of “Hakata” as a two-character combination, and does not show the 
third character nearby.  In the Inland Sea, the island province of Awaji is rendered as 
“Awaji-no-seki.”  Of the mistakes noted in these three paragraphs, only “Awaji-no-seki” 
is also found in the Tenri map.  This identiﬁcation for Awaji Province does not appear 
in the two Kangnido world maps.
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One place name may have been corrected in the Honmyo¯ji map’s image of Japan. 
The island of Io¯, south of Kyushu, is written with three characters in the Honko¯ji and 
Tenri images, as 石硫黄.  (This island is not in the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.)  The ﬁrst char-
acter, read as ishi/seki in Japanese and so˘k in Korean, is not part of the standard writing 
of this place name.  The standard writing appears in the “Overall Map of Countries 
across the Sea to the East” and the “Map of Kyushu, Saikaido¯ Circuit, Japan” as 硫黄
島.  The writing in the Honko¯ji and Tenri images may be an error based upon the sec-
ond character, for the ﬁrst character, 石, visually resembles the second character, 硫. 
The second and third characters in the Honko¯ji and Tenri images are the appropriate, 
two-character name for the island of Io¯.
However, in the Honmyo¯ji world map, the cartouche for this place name is large 
enough to hold three characters.  This cartouche, like those for Amakusa-tsu, Ono-
michi-no-seki, and other data, was colored white before the characters were written, in 
black.  Two characters are visible, 硫黄.  The space for the ﬁrst character is white, but 
it seems to have have been colored a second time.  The character 石 seems to be faint-
ly visible through the white coloring.  And the top horizontal stroke in the radical and 
the top vertical stroke and part of the next, horizontal stroke in the right half of the 
ﬁrst visible character, 硫 (K. yu/J. i ), seem to have been obscured by that second col-
oring.  Whatever may be the reason for the space above the character J. i/K. yu, the 
place name visible in the Honmyo¯ji image is the appropriate Japanese place name for 
Io¯.  This cartouche probably was shaped to present the three characters that appear in 
an earlier generation base map.
Similarities in the Honmyo¯ji world map and the Tenri world map include their de-
pictions of Japan (and Ryukyu).  The main islands, and also Ezogashima (current 
Hokkaido), are approximately the same shapes.  Most of the written text for Japan in 
the Tenri map appears in the same phrasing or in the same characters in the Honmyo¯ji 
map.  And the distribution around Honshu of empty circular and rectangular shapes, 
some with rectangular cartouches and mountain icons drawn inside the circles and 
around the rectangular cartouches, largely matches in the two maps, though the car-
touche for what almost certainly, given the location, is the imagined land of Gando¯ as 
represented in the Tenri map is empty in the Honmyo¯ji map.  With the exception of 
Gando¯, all of the place names and other written text associated with Japan in the Tenri 
world map appear in the Honmyo¯ji world map.  And not marked in both maps are 
the island of Iki and the province name Iki.
The Tenri Tae Myo˘ng-guk to and the Honmyo¯ji Tae Myo˘ng-guk chido vary from the 
Ryu¯koku Kangnido and the Honko¯ji Kangnido in their depictions of Japan in several 
ways.  First, the former two maps have “Japan” and “capital” written in the capital 
province, the latter two maps present “Japan.”  Second, the former maps record the 
eight circuits into which Japan had been divided for administrative purposes in the 
seventh century, but the latter maps do not.  Third, the former maps have the admin-
istrative sufﬁx shu¯, or province, attached to (most) province names, but the latter maps 
report only the province name.  Fourth, the former maps show Shima Province 
marked mistakenly as an island, and the latter maps have that province placed accu-
rately in Honshu.  Fifth, the former maps do not show the island of Iki or that place 
name, but the latter maps do.  Sixth, the former maps have the island of O¯shima in 
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the inland sea, near Mikawa Province, in Honshu, but the latter maps do not show the 
island.  Seventh, the former maps identify Mt. Fuji and accompany the name with de-
scriptive text, but the latter maps do not identify the mountain or provide descriptive 
text.  And eighth, the former maps record the note about the “southern sea,” but the 
latter maps do not.
Haedong chegukki Maps and the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji World Maps
The Korean king received Haedong chegukki as a manuscript text in early 1472.  The 
Choso˘n court printed this report, including addenda that are thought to have been in-
cluded at different times after 1472, in 1512.3, or perhaps by 1512.3.  The government 
distributed Haedong chegukki to ofﬁces in the capital and in the three ports in 
Kyo˘ngsang Province where Japanese could reside or engage in state-sanctioned trade. 
Those ofﬁcials in Kyo˘ngsang Province were involved in the regular management of 
interaction with Japanese.  The report provided them with information about Japa-
nese, listed interaction regulations, outlined the chronology of Japanese emperors, 
samurai governments, and Ryukyuan kings, introduced features of Japanese and 
Ryukyuan culture, and reported other information about these countries.
The maps in Haedong chegukki did not stand alone from the report’s main text, how-
ever.  They supplemented the written text.  They enabled the user to “see” where 
places in the government report were located in Japan and Ryukyu, and to follow 
trade ships from Japanese locations to the open port.  The route from Pusan to the 
port of Hyo¯go was traced in its own section in the main text, and could be retraced 
across the individual maps from Tsushima to Kyoto.  The maps also allowed users to 
trace ship routes between various places in Japan and the island of Okinawa.
The images of Japan in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji maps and in their base maps were 
separated from Haedong chegukki, from the Haedong chegukki maps, and from the main 
text.  No longer was Japan (or Ryukyu) embedded in a world of maritime interaction 
that linked Choso˘n, Japan, and Ryukyu.  The features in Haedong chegukki maps that 
connected these countries through trade and diplomacy had not been reproduced, 
and almost certainly were not available to the Tenri Tae Myo˘ng-guk to and the Honmyo¯ji 
Tae Myo˘ng-guk chido mapmakers through the base world maps which they referenced. 
The viewer could not know from the world map that Choso˘n, Japan, and Ryukyu 
formed a maritime interaction zone through which Japanese carried Southeast Asian 
goods acquired in, or via Ryukyu to Kyo˘ngsang Province.
The images of Japan now ﬁlled a role established in the 1402 Kangnido and main-
tained in subsequent generations, as a basic feature of the world map.  These represen-
tations were present in a knowable, replicated world that extended to continental 
Western Europe and Africa, and portrayed governance from the ruler in the capital 
through lower units of administration.  That is, the mapmaker at the ﬁrst usage of Hae-
dong chegukki maps replicated the model provided by the earlier generation world map, 
of an administrative Japan in a world of individual polities such as that seen in the 
Ryu¯koku Kangnido and the Honko¯ji Kangnido.  The world maps atomized Japan.  They 
recorded presence, but not connection through diplomacy and trade, in a larger world 
in which Choso˘n too belonged.
The emphasis on Japanese province names in these two world maps showing 
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Choso˘n of the sixteenth century distanced those representations from conditions in Ja-
pan, however.  The images did not reﬂect the breakdown of provincial administration 
by state-appointed provisional governors ( J. shugo) in the late ﬁfteenth century and the 
sixteenth century.  They did not even hint at new divisions of territory within many of 
the provinces.  These Korean maps of Japan were anachronistic in their emphasis on 
provinces and provincial administration.
Conclusion
In Choso˘n, Korean images of Japan were reproduced in new cultural and political 
contexts as well as in new visual texts in the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries.  Pak 
Tonji’s image of Japan is thought to have been the model for the island country in the 
1402 Kangnido.  The image of Japan in the 1402 Kangnido likely became the standard 
representation, and if not that in the 1402 Kangnido then the representation had be-
come ﬁxed by or with the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  The maps of Japan in Haedong chegukki
became base maps for the representation in a different type of world map, one that al-
most certainly preceded the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji texts, but the representation followed 
that in earlier generations of world maps.  The errors in the four images reiterate that 
each image was a record of knowledge of administrative and natural geographies in 
Japan at a speciﬁc moment in Choso˘n.
Discourses of Korean-Japanese relations in Haedong chegukki were not transferred 
from the mapping of maritime eastern Asia to the world map of individual countries 
in eastern Asia.  The similarities in composition and data across the four world maps 
indicate that the style for the mapped Japan had been established earlier than the 
Tenri and Honmyo¯ji texts, and probably earlier than the Ryu¯koku Kangnido.  To this 
extent, the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji texts do not present a new map of Japan.  Transfer 
over two or more generations in the Tenri and Honmyo¯ji branch did not reproduce an 
image based upon Haedong chegukki maps.  Transfer reproduced the base world map’s 
image of Japan.
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